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A) an institution with the power to inflict
military repercussions on nations

B) the controlling organization for the release
of African colonies in the 1960s

C) the group that would consolidate currency
and lead to the creation of the Euro

D) a body which was more a debating society
than a real political power

E) a forum for establishing economic tariff
policy

1. The Council of Europe formed in 1948 became

A) focused on Eastern Europe
B) consisted mostly of loans
C) delivered over 22 billion dollars
D) prevented European nations from exercising

their own policy
E) gave Europe military protection

2. The Marshall Plan

A) refrained from signing military alliances
with European nations

B) participated in the conference to decide the
terms of the peace treaty

C) took a lead role in European affairs
D) suggested a multi-national alliance
E) did not give economic aid without expected

interest back

3. After World War II, the United States

A) authoritarianism
B) working-class radicalism
C) democracy and moderate social reform
D) socialism
E) nationalism of industry

4. The policy advocated from Christian Democrats
after World War II in Italy and Germany was one
of

A) make the countries too close for war to be
considered among them

B) prevent the United States or the Soviet
Union from supplanting them in production

C) create a third power to rank with the United
States of the Soviet Union

D) start a common military
E) ensure fair conditions for workers in coal

and steel

5. The far-reaching goal of the European Coal and
Steel Community was to

A) government acceptance of Keynesian
economics

B) a determination to avoid the stagnation of
the 1930s

C) people’s willingness to work hard for low
wages

D) deregulation of industry
E) demand for consumer goods

6. All of the following factors were important in the
resurgence of the European economy in the
1950s and 1960s EXCEPT

A) Poland B) Hungary
C) Yugoslavia D) Czechoslovakia
E) Romania

7. Which Warsaw Pact country experienced a
resurgence of liberalism that was crushed by the
Soviet Union in the late 1960s?

A) crippled East Germany’s economy
B) helped make East Germany the most

prosperous communist country
C) created a totalitarian police state within East

Germany
D) made East Germany the most repressive of

the communist countries
E) ended all possibility of a reconciliation

between the countries

8. How did the construction of the Berlin Wall
change East Germany? It



A) The United States and the Soviet Union
forced them to withdraw.

B) The United Nations condemned their
actions.

C) Nasser took control of Egypt in a coup.
D) Egypt became independent of Great Britain.
E) Israel lost is place in the United Nations.

9. What happened when Britain, France and Israel
invaded Egypt after the Suez Canal crisis?

A) Britain and France invaded Egypt
B) the United Nations issued sanctions to

Egypt
C) Israel defeated Egypt in the Six-Day War
D) the Soviet Union attempted to take the

canal
E) Egypt faced a communist coup

10. When Nasser attempted to nationalize the Suez
Canal in 1956

A) the French pulled out all their forces but
refused to sign a treaty

B) Charles de Gaulle was made President of
the new Fifth Republic

C) the French agreed to split Vietnam
temporarily pending free elections

D) Ho Chi Minh took control of the North
Vietnamese forces

E) the Soviet Union interjected on the
Vietnamese behalf

11. French involvement in Vietnam ended when

A) ruthless and willing to use any tactic
B) wanting only national unity
C) a force which showed the positives of

Marxism
D) a sign of the dangers of the nuclear world
E) remaining baggage which their parents

generation couldn’t finish

12. Youth activists saw the North Vietnamese
people fighting the French and American forces
as

A) destroyed the lives of the young men and
women of the previous generation

B) showed that communism was no different
than capitalism

C) made young people feel that an older
generation was fighting an immoral war

D) demonstrated the uselessness of trying to
establish peace in the modern world

E) was tearing apart their own republics back
home

13. The Vietnam War was important in creating the
youth activism of the 1960s because it

A) Senegal B) Morocco
C) Tunisia D) Mali
E) Algeria

14. France had the most difficult time releasing
which of its colonies?

A) oil
B) Arab nationalism
C) free trade
D) military protection
E) land for peasants

15. The most important factor in the growing
independence movements in the 1950s and
1960s in Northern Africa was

A) Algerian War
B) Common Market
C) Cold War
D) Vietnam War
E) economic depression

16. The Fifth Republic under Charles de Gaulle
began in France most immediately due to the

A) proceeded relatively smoothly
B) concerned the French primarily
C) depended on the resources of the area
D) was extremely violent
E) saw short wars where Europe did not want

to deploy troops

17. Decolonization in Sub-Saharan Africa



A) India B) South Africa
C) Algeria D) Libya
E) Vietnam

18. The independence movement of the colonies of
European nations was led by

A) his image was tarnished by the Cuban
situation

B) he had taken too hard a line with the U.S.
C) he did not build up enough arms
D) his program for industrialization was not

succeeding
E) he needed to offer more aid to Asian and

African nations

19. Internationally, Khrushchev was replaced
because older communist leaders felt

A) by a violent peasant revolution
B) and subsequently assassinated
C) in a bloodless coup
D) with American support
E) due to the Afghanistan situation

20. Khrushchev was overthrown

A) felt that his policies towards the United
States endangered the Soviet Union

B) were worried that his policies put
themselves at jeopardy

C) thought his policies were starving the
country

D) knew that he had serious medical problems
E) saw that he could not control the entire

nation

21. Khrushchev was overthrown because other
communist leaders

A) Hungary B) Yugoslavia
C) Czechoslovakia D) Poland
E) Bulgaria

22. Which country attempted a national democratic
revolution in 1956, which was crushed by the
Soviets?

A) looking to aid African and Asian countries
B) peaceful coexistence with capitalism
C) allowing satellite nations to end

single-party communism
D) attempting to place missiles on Cuba
E) building a wall in Berlin

23. Khrushchev’s international policies included all
of the following EXCEPT

A) not allowed to publish in the Soviet Union
but were not imprisoned.

B) allowed to freely publish in the Soviet
Union.

C) allowed to publish in the Soviet Union so
long as they did not insult any living
communist leaders.

D) held in prisons for limited terms.
E) executed for opposing the current regime.

24. How did the Khrushchev government deal with
writers such as Pasternak and Solzhenitsyn?
Writers were

A) ending nationalization of heavy industry
B) allowing writers and artists freedom to

publish
C) moving some resources from the military

to consumer goods
D) tolerating other parties
E) stopping construction of the nuclear bomb

25. De-Stalinization under Nikita Khrushchev
consisted of

A) Stalin had tortured and killed many loyal
communists

B) Stalin had occasionally use his dictatorial
power to the disadvantage of communists

C) the Soviet Union needed a more capitalist
economy

D) heavy industry could no longer be
nationalized

E) the peasants needed some control over the
country

26. In his “secret speech” Nikita Khrushchev
asserted that



A) Yuri Andropov
B) Vyacheslav Molotov
C) Lavrenti Beria
D) Lazar Kaganovich
E) Georgy Malenkov

27. Who, as Stalin’s former secret police chief, was
shot and killed soon after his death by the
Soviet Union’s new leaders?

A) the output of heavy industry had
dramatically decreased

B) agriculture was declining significantly
C) people did not have enough to eat
D) the Soviet Union did not have enough

natural resources
E) too much resources had been focused on

the nuclear bomb

28. After Stalin died, the economy of the Soviet
Union needed to be reformed because

A) hard-line faction
B) more capitalist faction
C) reform-oriented faction
D) peasant-dominated faction
E) Stalin-bred faction

29. Nikita Khrushchev was a member of which
faction of the Communist Party before he
became the head of the Soviet Union? A

A) pursued a more authoritarian direction
B) saw the need to reform
C) could finally end the last vestiges of

capitalism
D) needed to kill Stalin’s assistant, Molotov
E) decided to end the weapons race with the

United States

30. After Stalin died in 1955, the leaders of the
Communist party

A) blacklisting dissidents instead of
conducting purges

B) enlarging the Soviet Union’s atomic bomb
supply

C) attacking Afghanistan to reignite
patriotism

D) ending the longtime Soviet policy of
agriculture collectivization

E) executing criminals at record paces

31. Brezhnev continued to strengthen the Soviet
regime in the 1970s by

A) executing them
B) sending them to Siberia
C) blacklisting them
D) putting them in prison
E) placing them in psychiatric hospitals

32. The Brezhnev regime dealt with dissidents most
often by

A) controlled by personal dictators who
terrorized their opponents.

B) conglomerates of many ethnicities which
had to suppress nationalism to stay
together.

C) economic powerhouses which threatened
war by attacking smaller nations.

D) fighting over Eastern European states with
Western European nations.

E) decimated from powerful states into
inconsequential states after wars.

33. The Soviet Union of the 1970s was similar to
the early-20th century Austro-Hungarian Empire
in that both were

A) people would likely be unable to deal with
the fall out

B) it would lead to a severe slowing of the
economy

C) nationalism within the large union would
fracture it

D) they would not place enough money
towards the military

E) personal dictatorship would no longer be
valid

34. Liberalism and democracy seemed antithetical
to the U.S.S.R. of the 1970s because



A) Millions of citizens perished in a series of
brutal re-stalinization purges.

B) Civil rights were ignored by the
government.

C) The Soviet Union was controlled by a large
bureaucracy who would rather coerce than
execute.

D) Military building was excessive and kept
citizens from feeling stable.

E) The economy gradually shrank after a
severe depression in the 1970s.

35. Which statement best describes the Brezhnev
Era?

A) fight with Yugoslavia
B) Cuban missile crisis
C) invasion of Czechoslovakia
D) reestablishment of the Great Purges
E) solidarity movement

36. The most important and shaping event of the
Brezhnev Era was the

A) not worth jeopardizing the improvement in
East-West relations reached in the 1970s

B) too risky to take even the smallest move
that might change the world economy

C) a chance which could put the Soviets at
unease and force them to enlarge their
weapons stockpile

D) an opportunity to show the Soviet Union
their willingness to cooperate

E) unnecessary and the Soviet Union could
not win in Afghanistan anyway

37. Most European nations did not act after the
Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan because they
felt it was

A) the United Kingdom
B) France
C) West Germany
D) Italy
E) Spain

38. The only European nation which followed the
American policy of placing economic sanctions
on the Soviet Union after its invasion of
Afghanistan was

A) send troops to Afghanistan to fight the
Soviets

B) attack the Soviets from the east
C) place economic sanctions on the Soviets
D) do nothing
E) attempt to knock down the Berlin Wall

39. The response of continental European nations to
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan was to

A) Somalia B) Afghanistan
C) Angola D) Egypt
E) Yemen

40. During the 1970's, which pro-Soviet
government requested military support in an
effort to put down an internal rebellion?

A) intervene in any Socialist country in which
they saw a threat

B) invade any non-socialist country with a
strong socialist party

C) nationalize factories and farms
D) declare war on nations which are

threatening Warsaw Pact nations
E) prevent free press in any Soviet dominated

country

41. The Brezhnev Doctrine gave the Soviet Union
the right to

A) began a guerrilla campaign of resistance
B) did not attempt armed resistance
C) fought them with all the weapons they had
D) used the communist bureaucracy to elect

another progressive leader
E) attempted to leave the Warsaw Pact

42. After the Soviets invaded Czechoslovakia in
1968 after the Prague Spring, the people of
Czechoslovakia

A) removed Czechoslovakia from the Warsaw
Pact

B) arrested the leader of Czechoslovakia
C) lightened censorship in other Warsaw Pact

countries
D) attempted to export Czech reforms

elsewhere
E) took resources from Czechoslovakia

43. In response to the Prague Spring, Soviet leaders



A) declared his support for the Warsaw Pact
B) tried to export his reforms to neighboring

East Germany
C) was executed by Soviet leaders
D) attempted to ally militarily with the west
E) abandoned communism

44. Alexander Dubcek, as leader of Czechoslovakia
during the Prague Spring

A) censorship was relaxed
B) communism was abandoned for new

socialism
C) Alexander Dubcek was overthrown in a

coup d'etat
D) the leaders received very little popular

support
E) the Soviet Union supported reforms as an

experiment

45. During the Prague Spring

A) worried that Czechoslovakia would
abandon the Warsaw Pact for the West

B) believed that Dubcek did not really believe
in communism

C) thought that Czechoslovakia was en route
to developing its own nuclear weapons

D) needed Czechoslovakia’s large oil reserves
E) tried to keep the reforms from spreading to

Eastern Germany or Poland, without
success

46. The Soviet Union crushed the Prague Spring
because it

A) Molotov B) Dubcek
C) Chernenko D) Walesa
E) Andropav

47. The leader of Czechoslovakia during the Prague
Spring was

A) re-emphasized Stalin’s good points
B) tried to fight with the Americans
C) invaded Afghanistan
D) ended the Soviet nuclear bomb program
E) gave aid to the Viet Minh

48. After Khrushchev was overthrown, the
Brezhnev administration

A) submitted to American demands
B) underwent a great arms build up
C) invaded Afghanistan
D) went to war in Southeast Asia
E) allowed the Eastern bloc governments to

liberalize

49. In order to avoid the humiliation Soviet leaders
had felt after Khrushchev’s involvement in the
Cuban crisis, the Brezhnev administration

A) the increase in private funding of scientists
B) a class of science managers and

administrators
C) more individualism for particular scientists
D) less competition between scientists
E) scientific dominance by the west

50. One result of the increase in the number of
scientists after World War II was

A) worked more often by themselves
B) specialized in very specific fields
C) declined in number
D) increased in the United States and Europe,

but decreased in the Soviet Union
E) were sponsored primarily by private

corporations

51. Compared to scientists before World War II,
scientists after the war

A) atomic physics
B) biochemistry
C) industrial technology
D) computers and microsystems
E) astronomy

52. The new “Big Science” of the post-World War
II era focused on



A) Yeltsin defeated him in an open elections
B) hard-liners pushed him out of the job by a

coup
C) his position was eliminated because the

Soviet Union ceased to exist
D) the Baltic Republics declared their

independence
E) Poland and Hungary rebelled against the

Warsaw Pact

53. Gorbachev was no longer head of the Soviet
Union when

A) withdrawing Russia from the Soviet Union
B) supporting a coup to take over for

Gorbachev
C) inciting riots in the Baltic Republics
D) encouraging new governments in Warsaw

Pact nations
E) holding secret discussions with Western

nations

54. Boris Yeltsin facilitated the end of the Soviet
Union by

A) the failure of the Soviet army to support
the coup

B) massive popular resistance to the coup
C) Western intervention in the Soviet Union
D) the success of non-Communists outside of

the Soviet Union
E) the economic depression during the coup

55. The military coup over Gorbachev in 1991
failed largely due to

A) the coup succeeded and they took control
of the government

B) Gorbachev resumed his position just as
powerful as it had been before

C) the Soviet Union was near collapse
D) Poland and Hungary came to the

beleaguered Gorbachev’s aid
E) Yeltsin was elected to head the Soviet

Union

56. After hard-line communists attempted a coup in
1991 over Gorbachev

A) the Soviet Union
B) East Germany
C) Poland
D) Hungary
E) Albania

57. The last Warsaw Pact country to remain
communist was

A) preserve Communist power in the Soviet
Union

B) democratize the Soviet Union but retain its
multinationalism

C) allow Baltic republics to leave the Soviet
Union

D) force the end of free speech in the Soviet
Union

E) re-establish communism in the Warsaw
Pact nations that had rebelled

58. The leaders of the military coup over Gorbachev
wanted to

A) Germany reunited
B) the military coup over Gorbachev failed
C) Boris Yeltsin was elected head of the

Russian Federation
D) Gorbachev failed to endorse the Brezhnev

Doctrine
E) Romania overthrew its brutal dictator

59. The fate of the Soviet Union was sealed when

A) only after bloody fights against the Soviet
Army which was enforcing the Brezhnev
Doctrine

B) only after bloody fights against armies
controlled by the communist leaders of
their governments

C) only after the Soviet Union was split apart
violently

D) peacefully for the most part with few
exceptions

E) only after Gorbachev realized he could not
brutally repress every nation

60. What statement best describes the level of
violence in the democratization of Eastern
Europe while Gorbachev controlled the Soviet
Union? Warsaw Pact nations were democratized



A) Nicolai Ceausescu
B) Ion Iliescu
C) Theodor Stolojan
D) Nicolae Vãcãroiu
E) Vasile Milea

61. Romania’s brutal dictator who was over thrown
in 1989 in favor of non-Communist leadership
was

A) Romania B) East German
C) Hungary D) Poland
E) Czechoslovakia

62. The Warsaw Pact nation which had the most
violent fight to replace its communist leader was

A) Gorbachev came into power
B) Solidarity achieved success in Poland
C) the Hungarian government opened its

borders to East Germany émigrés
D) the Baltic nations achieved their

independence
E) the Soviet Union collapsed

63. East Germany was rapidly liberalized from its
communist leadership when

A) Black Hand
B) People’s Will
C) Brown Shirts
D) Solidarity movement
E) Socialist Revolutionaries

64. Poland’s opposition to its communist
government in the 1980s was lead by a group
known as the

A) Solidarity now controlled its own private
army

B) it was a necessary step for the government
to continue receiving funds from the
Soviet Union

C) the Polish economy was near collapse
D) the Communist leadership of Poland was

younger and more receptive to new ideas
E) membership in Solidarity consisted of a

majority of the Polish population

65. Aside from Gorbachev’s tolerance, Solidarity
was able to become legally recognized by the
communist Polish government because

A) Hungary B) Poland
C) Czechoslovakia D) Bulgaria
E) Romania

66. The first Warsaw Pact nation to see free
elections and a non-Communist leader was

A) allowed the demonstrations to continue
without reaction

B) crushed the demonstrations with the help
of the Soviet military

C) arrested the leadership of the
demonstrations and exiled them to Siberia

D) placed a referendum in the country to vote
for independence

E) forced the demonstrators to move to
locations where their protests wouldn’t be
heard

67. How did Gorbachev react to demonstrations for
democratization outside of Russia? He

A) had to govern with a minority leadership
on the government

B) was still in control but many top
communists were voted out

C) leadership was largely unchanged
D) governed from a plurality as many

different parties were represented
E) was allowed to have an impact on policy

decisions

68. After Gorbachev instituted the first free
elections in the Soviet Union since 1917, the
communist party

A) the Baltic region
B) the Ukraine
C) the Central Asian region
D) the far east
E) the Middle East

69. The largest separatist movements in the Soviet
Union developed in



A) economic initiatives which successfully
jump-started the Soviet economy

B) freedom to publish texts by exiled Soviet
writers which were previously banned

C) thoroughness and openness in
investigations of such events as Chernobyl

D) attempting to bring educated experts back
into the leadership

E) free elections for the Congress of People’s
Deputies

70. All of the following were reforms of Gorbachev
EXCEPT

A) the Prague spring erupted in 1968
B) Solidarity sprung up in Poland in 1981
C) Gorbachev repudiated it in 1989
D) the Baltic Sea countries received

independence in 1991
E) Yeltsin became leader of Russia in 1991

71. The Brezhnev doctrine ended when

A) went further than even Gorbachev
intended, leading to nearly free speech

B) was successful in giving the Soviets the
illusion that they were free

C) managed to slowly improve the free speech
rights of Soviet citizens

D) barely changed the rules which had
governed before Gorbachev

E) prevented exiled writers from publishing
their texts in Russia

72. How successful was Mikhail Gorbachev’s
policy of glasnost? It

A) helped bring the Soviet Union’s economy
in line with the economies of Western
Europe

B) prevented the United States from gaining
too much ground in weapons production
over the Soviet Union

C) appeased peasants who wanted free control
of land

D) was largely unable to fix the problems of
the Soviet economy

E) oversaw the first free elections in the
Soviet Union since 1917

73. How successful was Mikhail Gorbachev’s
policy of perestroika? It

A) restructure the Soviet Union’s economy
B) eliminate state-sponsored censorship
C) instill a new openness in Soviet society
D) conduct new foreign policy initiatives with

the west
E) end the Warsaw pact controls of Eastern

Europe

74. Mikhail Gorbachev’s policy of perestroika
represented an attempt to

A) new openness in Soviet society
B) economic restructuring allowing free

markets
C) new nationalism among Soviet ethnicities
D) gradual limiting of the Soviet stockpile of

missiles
E) chance for all Russians to move into higher

positions

75. Mikhail Gorbachev’s policy of glasnost meant
a(n)

A) trade union movements rising throughout
Europe

B) desire of Eastern Europeans for liberalism
and democracy

C) the negative use of terror in Eastern Europe
D) the lack of political stability in Eastern

Europe
E) the utter failure of communism in Poland

76. The rise and then survival of Solidarity into the
mid-1980s was evidence of



A) political instability within Poland
B) economic depression continuing in Poland
C) coup undertaken in East Germany
D) invasion of Afghanistan
E) remilitarization of Germany

77. Support for Solidarity remained even after it
was driven underground due to the

A) Polish government’s reluctance to use
terror

B) oppressive conditions under which the
Poles were forced to live

C) ongoing violence in Eastern Poland
D) labor unions’ success with its policies
E) democratic values felt throughout the

Warsaw Pact nations

78. Solidarity failed to disappear even after martial
law was imposed in Poland partially because of
the

A) declared martial law and arrested
Solidarity leaders.

B) imposed a regime of terror, executing
anyone belonging to Solidarity.

C) permitted Solidarity as long as it did not
ask for political reform at the top.

D) allowed Solidarity by containing it
militarily.

E) deported Solidarity members to Siberia.

79. How did the Communist Polish government
react to the Solidarity movement? It

A) endorsing moderate tactics and goals
B) allying with the military
C) infiltrating the government ranks
D) gaining the support of the United States
E) holding its own militia

80. The Solidarity movement was able to postpone
a showdown with the communist government by

A) enjoyed very little name recognition in
Poland

B) did not want to risk being crushed due to
the Brezhnev Doctrine

C) did not contain as many members as it
wanted

D) was supported only by the Catholic church
E) still wanted some form of reformed

communism

81. Solidarity did not attempt to challenge the
Soviet government in Poland in 1981 because it

A) Lech Walesa
B) Karol Wojtyla
C) Willy Schmidt
D) Wojciech Jaruzelski
E) Merek Belka

82. The Solidarity movement in Poland was led by

A) free trade unions
B) worker-controlled factories
C) the right to strike
D) freedom of speech
E) release of political prisoners

83. Strikers of Solidarity in Poland demanded all of
the following EXCEPT

A) a Polish Cardinal was elected Pope
B) Solidarity was legalized
C) Lech Walesa started to take a role in the

trade unions
D) the Polish economy was revived
E) the Communist leader was overthrown

84. The first great success for Communist Poland
came in 1978 when

A) Yugoslavia B) Hungary
C) Bulgaria D) East Germany
E) Poland

85. Solidarity was an important movement against
Communism in which Warsaw Pact country?

A) Chernenko B) Andropov
C) Gorbachev D) Putin
E) Yeltsin

86. Which post-Brezhnev leader was most
responsible for reform in the Soviet Union?



A) the expanded number of highly trained
scientists and specialists increased

B) urbanization increased
C) public opinions began forming about many

issues
D) written texts were published which ended

any suppositions about Stalin
E) many peasants moved to the cities and

gained a better education and job skills

87. All of the following changes during the 1970s
and 1980s contributed to the Soviet Union
collapse EXCEPT

A) invaded Poland quickly before the
movement could fall

B) forced the Soviet Union to sign a
declaration that it would respect human
rights

C) asked the Soviet Union to forego invasion
D) did not act
E) placed economic sanctions on the Soviet

Union

88. How did European nations react to the
declaration of martial law in Poland after the
rise of an independent trade union? They

A) Afghanistan B) Somalia
C) Ethiopia D) Angola
E) Congo

89. The Soviet Union had a presence in each of the
following countries in the 1970s and 1980s
EXCEPT


